Global Warming	

has it all been exaggerated ?	

The Picture in 2007	


The Reality in 2012	


The Scenarios	


Testing the Models	


In 2007 IPCC proposed several future economic scenarios each with a different CO2
emission profile. Model predictions were then used to lobby governments.	

The A1 scenario is a case of rapid and successful economic development, in which regional
average income per capita converge - current distinctions between "poor" and "rich"
countries eventually dissolve. 	

The A2 world has less international cooperation than the A1 or B1 worlds. People, ideas,
and capital are less mobile so that technology diffuses more slowly than in the other
scenario families. International disparities in productivity, and hence income per capita, are
largely maintained or increased in absolute terms.	

The central elements of the B1 future are a high level of environmental and social
consciousness combined with a globally coherent approach to a more sustainable
development (favoured by IPCC). Emission scenarios are shown below.	


Climate models need to be tested against real measurement. The major uncertainty is
feedback due to water vapor. The models predict this to amplify a modest 1°C warming
by 2100 to >3°C. However this may well be untrue, so how does the recent data shape
up to those predictions made in 2007. ? 	


1. CO2 has continued to rise by ~ 2ppm per year.	


2. Temperatures meanwhile have stopped rising – if anything they
have fallen since 2000. It looks like the models have it wrong Feedbacks are small or negative. Temperatures are even below fixed
2000 CO2 level predictions. What is going on ?	


Emissions Profiles for each Scenario	


Exaggeration? - judge for yourself below	
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Multi-model means of surface warming (compared to the 1980–1999 base period) for the SRES
scenarios A2 (red), A1B (green) and B1 (blue), shown as continuations of the 20th-century simulation.	

The latter two scenarios are continued beyond the year 2100 with forcing kept constant (committed
climate change as it is defined in Box TS.9). An additional experiment, in which the forcing is kept at
the year 2000 level is also shown (orange).	


Detailed model predictions until 2025	


An updated comparison of IPCC predictions with real temperature
measurements. The black curve is a smoothed fit through all points. 	


Conclusion: With >90% confidence level: Models have over-estimated warming	


